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1. Introduction 

In this lab, you will learn about developing, deploying and using a Scheduled Task in in Oracle Identity Manager for Lookup 
code reconciliation. Deploying a Scheduled task in OIM 11.1.1.3 release was somewhat lengthy process and involved lots 
of manual steps (writing code, compiling, creating plugin zip file, registering plugin etc.). We now have a JDeveloper Plugin 
(oim-customization-installer.zip) available that makes this task a lot easier. This OIM Customization Installer plugin was 
installed in JDeveloper as part of Lab 1. We will use this JDeveloper Plugin for OIM to demonstrate how we deploy the 
Custom Scheduled Task into OIM.  

Lookup codes in OIM are used for multiple reasons. Usually Connector implementations use a lookup code to store the 
valid set of entitlement definitions or other constructs reconciled from provisioning targets. E.g. Reconciliation of Groups 
and Organization units present in an Active Directory domain controller inside OIM so that these valid values can be 
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associated to user accounts that are provisioned to that AD instance from OIM. Therefore, a very general requirement is to 
keep reconciling such values from a provisioning target and update that data inside OIM Lookup code. To execute this data 
collection at regular intervals, it makes sense to model it as an OIM scheduled task.     

This sample covers the use case to periodically reconcile data into a Lookup code using a custom scheduled task. 

Note: The code and necessary files to perform this lab are already provided to you in the OIM 11g PS1 training VM. This 
Scheduled task lab can be run on both OIM 11.1.1.3 and OIM 11.1.1.5(PS1) releases. 

The customization sample is a piece of code and the relevant artifacts to create a scheduled task for Lookup code reconciliation. The 
scheduled task can be executed in three modes:    

 CREATE – The scheduled task will create a Lookup code (name as defined in the task parameter Lookup Code Name)   

 UPDATE - The scheduled task will update the Lookup code (name as defined in the task parameter Lookup Code Name) with 

some dummy values. In a real implementation, these values would be reconciled from a provisioning target using specific APIs. 

 DELETE - The scheduled task will delete the Lookup code (name as defined in the task parameter Lookup Code Name) 

The value for execution modes would be driven by the value of the task parameter Operation. 

This scheduled task also covers  

 How to model task parameters of different data types (String, Boolean, Numeric) and access them accordingly in the scheduled 

task code. 

 How to access OIM APIs in scheduled tasks. 

2. Contents 

2.1 Description of Package 

 

Available in /odrive/dummydata/Lab 9 

 



 

 
 

Note: Deploy-package in structure shown is a folder that gets created only after you have build the project in JDeveloper 

using the OIM plugin. 

 

Folder Structure Description 

PROJECT-CONTEXT]/config  Includes all .xml files including plugin.xml file. Except 

plugin.xml all other files will be chosen to be imported 

in Oracle MDS.  

[PROJECT-

CONTEXT]/resources 

Includes all the required resources files. e.g.; text files, 

properties files, images, etc. Nothing needed here for 

our Scheduled task lab. 

[PROJECT-CONTEXT]/lib Includes all the required jar files. The project JAR file 

is as well created in this same folder.  

[PROJECT-CONTEXT]/src Includes all java source files. 

This includes the source file 

LookupReconScheduledTask.java for our use case. 

[PROJECT-CONTEXT]/deploy- Includes compiled content(XML, JAR files, ZIP) 
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package created by JDeveloper plugin once you click the 

Deploy button 

 

 

Minimum required JAR files: Once the project package is opened in the JDeveloper it is required that the minimum 
required JAR files be added in the project classpath. Not doing so will cause the compilation process to fail and hence the 
plugin won’t be deployed to OIM. So please make sure you have these JAR files (and any other required JAR files) added 
to the project classpath. 

The following are the files which are required for this project along with the location where they can be found on the OIM 
server. 

 oimclient.jar (/odrive/oracle/oim11g_MWH/Oracle_IDM1/server/client/oimclient.jar) 

 wlfullclient.jar (/odrive/oracle/oim11g_MWH/wlserver_10.3/server/lib/wlfullclient.jar) 

 

 

2.2 Deployment Procedure 

Pre Requisite 

Following JDev Plugins needs to be installed before performing Deployment Steps: 

1. oim-customization-installer.zip 

2. Oracle SOA Composite Editor 

This can be downloaded from “Oracle SOA Composite Editor”]. 

Refer Lab0 Section 2.5 if you have not installed these plugins. 

http://www.oracle.com/ocom/groups/public/@otn/documents/webcontent/156082.xml


 

Purpose  

This step describes the procedure to configure OIM and MDS DB Credentials into OIM Customization 

Installer extension of the JDeveloper and subsequently deploy Scheduled Task. 

Steps 

2.2.1 Import the Scheduled Task Project into JDeveloper and set Classpath for this project. 

To set the classpath in JDeveloper, first import the Scheduled Task Project into JDeveloper.  Open the 
ScheduledTask_POC.jpr file as shown in screen shot below. 
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Select and right click the Scheduled Task project and use Project properties as shown in screen shots below. Add jar files 

to Classpath. 
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2.2.2 Deploy Scheduled Task  

 Before trying to deploy any project, please make sure you have added the dependent JAR files in the project classpath. 
To perform single click deployment of implemented plug-in in JDeveloper,  select your project and then use “Tools” -> “OIM 
customization installer”-> “Deploy” option. 
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 If the deployment is successful, a success dialog will be shown. 
 

 

 

If the deployment fails, a failure dialog will be shown. 
 



 

 

2.3  Verify Plugin Entries and SOA MDS for Scheduled Task  

Pre Requisite 

Following Steps needs to be performed before performing Verification steps: 

2.3.1.1.1 Creating Database Connection in JDeveloper 

2.3.1.1.2 Creating SOA- MDS Connection  

 

Refer Lab0 Section XXX if you have not performed above two steps. 

Purpose 

This step describes the procedure to verify if 

 Plugin classes are registered successfully 

 Scheduled task definition is properly imported into SOA MDS Repository 
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Steps 

2.3.2  Verify Plug-in Entries 

Let’s check plugin.xml under PROJECT-CONTEXT]/config. 

 

 

 

Let’s check and verify the Plugin table in OIM DB: 



 

 

 

 

2.3.3  Verify SOA MDS Repository for Scheduled Task definition 

Scheduled Task XML File LookupReconScheduledTask.xml under PROJECT-CONTEXT]/config should be 
seen under SOA-MDS Connection as shown in screen shot below. 
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2.4  Test Scheduled Task 

Test Scenarios 

Following Scenarios will be tested in this section: 

 Create: The scheduled task will create a Lookup code (name as defined in the task parameter Lookup 

Code Name)   

 Update: The scheduled task will update the Lookup code (name as defined in the task parameter Lookup 

Code Name) with some dummy values. 

 Delete: This is optional. This scheduled task will delete the Lookup Code 



 

Steps 

 

2.4.1  Scheduled Task to Create Lookup code: 

Create a scheduled job, specify the correct value of the parameters and execute it. In the first execution, let the 

scheduled task CREATE a Lookup code. Use the following screenshots as a reference for execution. 

Login to OIM Administration Console and go to System Management Tab under Advanced Console. Click the “+” button 

to create a Scheduled job. 

 

 

Create Scheduled task job: 
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Click the Save and Run now button to run the task: 

 

 

Verify the OIM Server logs and you should see message similar to following: 



 

 

 

Navigate to OIM design console, the Lookup Definition form and try to query for a Lookup code “Lookup.LKU_Recon-1” to 
check if it has got created automatically by the successful execution of the scheduled task. 
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2.4.2  Scheduled Task to Update the Lookup Code: 

Since the Lookup code has been created successfully as Step#1, you can now actually try populating it by specifying 

UPDATE as the value of parameter Operation.  

Create the Update job to populate the lookup code as shown in screen shots below. 

 

 



 

`      

 

Check the OIM logs and it should show the Update operation. 
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Verify in Design console. Navigate to OIM design console, the Lookup Definition form and try to query for the Lookup code 
“Lookup.LKU_Recon-1” if it has been filled with the dummy values as provided by the scheduled task sample code. 

 

 

2.4.3  Scheduled Task to Delete the Lookup Code: 



 

This is optional exercise. You can run a job for Delete operation. 

 

And verify the OIIM Logs for Delete operation: 
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2.4.4  Undeploy the Scheduled Task (optional lab) 

To undeploy the Scheduled task from OIM using the JDeveloper plugin, you can follow the screen shots below. 

 

 


